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Abstract 
In this paper we give improved bounds for the multisearch problem on a hypercube. This is a 
parallel search problem where the elements in the structure S to be searched are totally ordered, 
but where it is not possible to compare in constant ime any two given queries q and q'. More 
precisely, we are given on a n-processor hypercube a sorted n-element sequence S, and a set Q of 
n queries, and we need to find for each query q ~ Q its location in the sorted S. We present an 
improved algorithm for the multisearch problem, one that takes O(log n(log log n) 3) time on a 
n-processor hypercube. This problem is fundamental in computational geometry, for example it 
models planar point location in a slab. We give as application a trapezoidal decomposition 
algorithm with the same time complexity on a n log n-processor hypercube. The hypercube 
model for which we claim our bounds is the standard one, SIMD, with O(l)  memory registers per 
processor, and with one-port communication. Each register can store O(log n) bits, so that a 
processor knows its ID. 
Keywords: Parallel algorithms; Hypercube; Multisearching; Trapezoidal decomposition; Point location 
1. Introduction 
Consider the situation depicted in Fig. 1. We have a horizontal slab partitioned by a 
set S of  n nonintersecting segments. For a set Q of  n points, we need to determine for 
each point which region of  the slab it belongs to. Both the segments and the points are 
initially stored in a n-processor hypercube. 
This problem would be trivial, if the partitioning segments were vertical, but the fact 
that they are slanted makes it impossible to solve the problem by (e.g.) simply 
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Fig. 1. Point location in a subdivided horizontal slab. 
mergesorting S U Q according to x-coordinates. The method we give for solving this 
multisearch problem works for more general versions of this problem: The basic 
assumption is that any pair x, y in a processor can be compared in constant ime if 
x~ SU Q and yE  S, but not so if both x and y are in Q. In [5] an O(log 2 n) time 
algorithm for this problem is given. The algorithm is more general in the sense that it 
allows multiple queries in parallel to traverse a data structure and to create and delete 
queries on the fly. The algorithm is easy to implement and thus of practical interest, and 
the algorithm was later generalized for doing fractional cascading on a hypercube [6]. A 
further O(log 2 n) time algorithm was given in [7] as a subroutine of a batched planar 
point location algorithm. Furthermore, a randomized O(log n) expected time scheme for 
multisearching was given in [10]. Since searching is related to sorting and there is a 
deterministic O(log n log log n) time sorting algorithm [4], the question was open, if 
there exists an algorithm for the multisearch problem that runs faster than O(log 2 n). 
This paper gives a step in the right direction, by presenting an algorithm with time 
complexity O(log n(iog log n) 3) for a n-processor hypercube. It further presents as an 
application a new trapezoidal decomposition algorithm with time complexity O(log n 
(log log /,/)3) for a n log n-processor hypercube, which leads to algorithms for the 
batched planar point location problem and for the triangulation of a simple polygon with 
the same resource bounds. Our multisearch algorithm is more of theoretical than of 
practical interest, because it uses the sorting algorithm of [4] as a subroutine. However, 
any practical improvement to sorting would immediately make our algorithm more 
practical. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the definition of a 
hypercube interconnection network and some basic algorithms for this parallel machine. 
Then in Section 3 we sketch a very preliminary solution that is worse than the one we 
claim, but that serves as a "warmup" for the later improved algorithms. Section 4 gives 
an algorithm that is almost as good as what we claim, except that it requires each 
processor to have 6)(log log n) memory registers (rather than O(1) registers). Section 5 
gives the algorithm that achieves the bounds we claim. Section 6 gives some applica- 
tions and Section 7 concludes by discussing some implementation issues and details. 
2. The model of computation 
This section is a brief review of the model, and in particular of some operations on 
that model that we will make use of. 
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The hypercube model for which we claim our bounds is the standard one, with O(1) 
memory registers per processor, and with one-port communication. Each register can 
store O(log n) bits, so that a processor knows its ID. Recall that a hypercube of 
dimension d consists of n = 2 d processors which are uniquely labeled with bitstrings of 
length d. Two processors are connected along dimension i, iff their labels differ in 
exactly the ith bit. In this paper we are interested in SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple 
Data) machines, that is, all processors execute the same instruction simultaneously. An 
instruction is either an operation on data in the local memory, or a communication step 
with a processor adjacent along a particular dimension. An instruction takes time O(1). 
We shall use as subroutines certain operations on sequences of size n, with time 
complexity O(log n). These operations include segmented parallel prefix and mono- 
tonic routing which together allow a monotonic read. Thus the read is monotonic, iff 
for any pair of processors Pi and pj, with i < j, which want to read data on processors 
Ph and Pk, we have h ~< k. We refer to [8,9] for a detailed iscussion of these operations. 
Another operation we use is sorting n numbers, which can be done in time 
O(log n log log n) [4]. 
We shall occasionally need to solve problems on subcubes of a hypercube. We can 
obtain subcubes of dimension ate< d by selecting all 2 d nodes matching a constant 
bitpattern on d -  d bits. Two patterns which occur frequently are the following. Fixing 
the first d/2 bits yields ~ consecutive subcubes, fixing the last d/2 bits yields 
interlaced subcubes. Using the interlaced subcubes we can easily copy the contents of 
one of the consecutive subcubes to the other consecutive subcubes in O(log n) time. 
3. A preliminary O(log 2 n) time solution 
The O(log 2 n) time complexity of the algorithms in [5,7] results from the fact that 
the queries in Q perform a binary search; that is, each query performs log n 
comparisons with elements of S and, in order to read the element of S for their next 
comparison, the queries perform a monotonic read. One thought hat comes to mind in 
trying to improve on this algorithm is to try to perform a rootish search, e.g., a v~n -ary 
search (recursively), to bring the height of the search tree down to log log n. In such a 
scheme the outdegree of a node v of the search tree would be n ~1/2)k, where k is the 
level of v in the search tree, 1 ~< k ~< log log n. However, in such a scheme, a typical 
search tree node (say) v would have too many children: To decide which child of v to 
go to, the queries "currently at v"  could recursively solve a similar problem restricted 
to the children of v. Using this idea, the following (flawed) algorithm might come to 
mind: 
1. Partition Q into v~n chunks of size ~ each, and solve each chunk recursively with 
respect o that chunk's own private copy of S where S is a ~n-n -sample of S. That is, 
consists of ~ evenly spaced elements of S: The v~nh, 2vrn-n th . . . . .  nth elements of 
S. 
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2. Let S~, S 2 . . . . .  S, be the partition of S induced by the elements of S. Let Qi denote 
the subset of Q which belongs in S i. Partitioning Q into Q~ . . . . .  Q~- is easily done 
by sorting the queries of Q based on which S i they belong to. 
3. Since Qi could be much larger than ~-n, we do not want to recurse on Qi itself, so 
we partition it into mi= [Qi/v/-n] pieces, call them Qi.j, l<~j<~mi. Recursively 
solve in parallel each Qi.j with respect o that Qi,fs own private copy of Si (making 
m i copies of S i, etc). There are no more than 2vrnn such recursive calls: At most ~-n 
full recursive calls for which I Qi4[ = fnn, and another x/-nn on-full recursive calls for 
which I Qi,m, 1< ~n. 
The alert reader has undoubtedly observed many flaws in the above. 
Difficulty 1. Carrying out Step 1 requires O(log log n) registers in each processor. This 
is because the total space S(n) satisfies the recurrence S(n) = ~nS(~/-n) + c I n, S(1) = c 2, 
where c l, c 2 are constants. This implies S(n)= ~9(n log log n), which contradicts our 
assumption that each processor has O(1) registers. 
Difficulty 2. Step 3 requires n log n processors, because of the excessive duplication of 
the S~'s. More specifically, the number of processors P(n) satisfies the recurrence 
P(n) >t 2v~n P( fn ) ,  which implies that P(n) = J2(n log n). The factor of 2 in the P(n) 
recurrence comes about because we are solving the non-full subproblems in parallel with 
the full subproblems. If we try to avoid this factor of 2 by doing one additional parallel 
recursive call for the non-full subprobtems (i.e., after the call for the full ones return), 
then we damage the time complexity: There would then be three consecutive recursive 
calls, and an unwelcome factor of (log n) 1'59 shows up in the time complexity, because 
it would satisfy the recurrence T(n) = 3T(fnn ) + c log n log log n. 
Treating Difficulty 1 is postponed until Section 5. The way we get around Difficulty 
2 is by treating the full subproblems in a different way from the non-full ones. This will 
be the subject of the next section. 
4. Improving the time complexity 
In this section we temporarily assume that each of the n processors available has 
O(log log n) memory registers. This is needed not only because of Difficulty 1, but also 
because the way we get around Difficulty 2 will itself require a factor of log log n extra 
space. In the next section we show how to get rid of this assumption. Subject to this 
assumption, we now show how to achieve O(log n(log log n) 3) time. 
We have already argued that Steps 1 and 2 pose no problem so long as we have 
O(log log n) memory registers in each of the n processors. The main issue is how to 
avoid one of the three recursive calls mentioned in the previous ection, when discussing 
Difficulty 2. We create ~ subproblems of size ~ each, where each subproblem can be 
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of two types: Either a full subproblem in the same sense as in Section 3, or a 
subproblem derived from the non-full subproblems of Section 3 in the following way. 
Recall that the non-full subproblems of Step 3 are described by the queries Qi,,., and 
the elements S i. For a non-full problem, let I i = t Qi,,., I; note that l i < ~ since the 
subproblem is assumed to be non-full. Let Q' be the concatenation of QL,.,, . . . .  QCz,m Oz. 
Partition Q' into f contiguous chunks of size ~ each, call them Q'I . . . . .  Q~., and 
observe that the number of full subproblems i ~ - f .  
We create for each Q~ a corresponding set of elements S~ c S, in the following way. 
Each Qi,m~ that has a nonempty intersection with Q~ contributes to S~ a subset S,',j c S i 
defined as follows. Let li. j = I Qi.,,, 91 Q~I > 0. Note that for a particular j, at most two 
indices i have li. j < l i (for all the other i 's such that li, j > 0, we have lg,j = li). Then S'i, j
consists of li, j evenly spaced elements of S r It is not hard to see that computing all the 
~Yj's and S~'s can be done in O(Iog n) time by using monotonic routing operations. 
The f derived subproblems (Q~, S~), 1 ~<j~<f, are solved recursively in parallel 
with the full subproblems of Section 3. Hence the second parallel recursive call consists 
of a total of ~n subproblems of size ~n each: The ~'n - f  full ones, and the f derived 
ones. 
Our main problem now is in using the outcome of this second parallel recursive call 
in order to obtain the overall solution. Clearly this is not an issue for the full 
subproblems. But for the derived subproblems (Q~, S~), 1 ~<j~<f, it is not clear. We 
explain how this is done for a typical Q~, S~. It suffices to show how this is done for the 
elements i n  ai,m, N a'~, with li, j > 0. The recursive call for (a~, S~) tells us the positions 
of the elements of Q~.m, 1"1 Q'j with respect o S'<i. Letting /x k be the number of queries 
in Qi,,,, 91Q~ that end up in the k-th position within S'i,i, 1 ~< k ~< li../, we further locate 
these /z k queries in their correct positions in S i in logarithmic time and O(~J -n / l~ , j )  
processors. This is done by creating all the query-element pairs needed (there are /z k 
queries and I Si I/I s'i,j t = ~n//l i .  j elements). That there are enough processors to do this 
is seen by the following analysis. For each Q~,,n, f'l Q~ with 0 < l~,j < ~'n, the number of 
processors needed is 
E la.k[f-n/li..i] =q~ +l , . ;<2fnn ,  
l<<.k~li, j 
where we used the fact that Z; l ~ k ~ t,, /xk = li,.i. Since there are at most 2¢~--n such sets 
Q i , ,  f'l Q~/ that have 0 < l i j  < On-, the total number of processors is less than 
(2~n)(2~"n) = 4n. We do not have to worry about the factor 4 coming in, as this 
"conquer"  step is not recursive in nature. 
Since there are two recursive calls and the conquer step involves a constant number 
of monotonic routing steps and a single sorting step, the time complexity satisfies the 
recurrence T(n) = 2T(vt-nn ) + c I log n log log n, T(1) = c2, where c1, c 2 are constants. 
This implies that T(n)= O(log n(log log n)2) .  
The processor complexity is linear, since it satisfies the recurrence P (n)= 
max{c I n, v~n P(v~n)}, P(1) = c2, where c~, c 2 are constants. 
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The scheme uses a factor of log log n too much space, because of the duplication of 
the subsets of S needed by the various recursive calls, and because it needs, in addition 
to the space taken by the recursive calls, to store S for completing the solution when the 
recursive calls return. Unlike Section 3, this requirement to set aside storage for 
(possibly all of) S, before recursing on many copies of only portions of S, occurs at two 
different places in the algorithm. 
So far we have established the following. 
Lemma 1. Given a multisearch problem (Q, S) with [ Q [ = I S I = n, it can be solved in 
time O(log n(log log n) 2) on a n-processor hypercube, each processor of  which has 
O(log log n) registers. 
5. Improving the space complexity 
We first observe that instead of having n processors with O(log log n) registers 
each, we can transform the algorithm of the previous section, so that it runs on a 
n log log n processor hypercube with O(1) registers on each processor without any 
sacrifice in the time complexity. To see this, recall how the n-processor, log log n- 
space-per-processor algorithm of the previous ection used the log log n extra registers 
at each processor: If we think of these registers as belonging to layers numbered 
1 . . . . .  log log n, then the information at layer j was needed only when the recursive call 
associated with layer j + 1 returned (in the "conquer" step of the parallel divide and 
conquer). We can thus use an extra factor of log log n in the processor complexity to 
simulate these log log n layers: A cluster of log log n of the O(1)-space processors can 
mimic a single log log n-space processor by (i) using a designated leader of the cluster 
to do all the calculations, and (ii) using all the other non-leader processors of the cluster 
only for storage. Of course, reading from this storage by the leader now takes 
O(log log n) time instead of constant time, but this is acceptable since there is only one 
such "read" for each layer j (in fact we could even afford to spend O(log n log log n) 
time for that "read" of layer j, since this is the time bottleneck we face anyway in other 
portions of the computation that follows that "read"). We summarize these observations 
in the following. 
Lemma 2. Given a multisearch problem (Q, S) with I Q I = I S I = n, it can be solved in 
time O(log n(log log n) 2) on a n log log n-processor hypercube, each processor of  
which has O(1) registers. 
We now use the above lemma to solve the multisearch problem using only n 
processors with O(1) registers each, by solving smaller problems one after the other. 
More exactly, solving log log n problems with only n/ log log n queries each, we can 
use the result from the previous ection and Lemma 2, as we have enough processors. 
The algorithm that uses only n processors i as follows. 
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1. Partition Q into t = log log n chunks of size n/ t  each, call these Q1 . . . . .  Qt. 
2. Partition S into s = n/ t  chunks of size t each, call these Sj . . . . .  S s. Call S the set of 
s elements that are at the boundaries of adjacent chunks. 
3. For i = 1 . . . . .  t in turn, do the following: 
(a) Process Qi against S. By using Lemma 2, this takes O(log n(log log n) 2) time 
using the n available processors. Let Qi.j denote the subset of Qi that goes into Sj, 
1 <~j<~s. 
(b) In parallel for all j, locate the queries of Qi.j in S i. This can be done in 
logarithmic time by creating all query-element pairs (q, e), with q ~ Qi,j, e ~ Sj, and 
1 ~< j ~< s. The number of processors needed is 
(I Qi,j I" 1Sj I) = I Qi.j I " t = [Qi l" t = n. 
j= l  
Each iteration of Step 3 takes O(log n(log log n) 2) time, and t of them are done one 
after the other, for a total of O(iog n(log log n) 3) time. We thus obtain the following 
result. 
Theorem 3. Given a multisearch problem ( Q, S) with [ Q I = I S I = n, it can be solved 
in time O(log n(log log n) 3) on a n-processor hypercube, each processor of which has 
0(1) registers. 
6. Applications 
In this section we present an application of the multisearch algorithm, namely the 
trapezoidal decomposition problem, which itself can be used to triangulate a simple 
polygon and to perform batched planar point location. The trapezoidal decomposition 
problem can be stated as follows. Let S °= {s I . . . . .  s n} be a set of n nonvertical 
nonintersecting line segments in the Euclidean plane ~2. Starting at each endpoint of 
each segment in ~,  draw two vertical rays, one upwards and one downwards, each 
extending until it hits a segment from S °. The segments of 5;0 together with the vertical 
extensions through the endpoints form a planar graph, the trapezoidal decomposition of 
5 ° . 
The time complexity of the previously known algorithm to solve this problem is 
T(n) = O(log 2 n) on a n log n-processor hypercube [5]. We present an algorithm that 
uses only a constant number of sorting steps followed by a multisearch step, which gives 
us an algorithm with time complexity T(n)= O(log n(log log n) 3) on a n log n- 
processor hypercube. 
Before giving the algorithm we need some notation. The algorithm uses a data 
structure called plane sweep tree [1,2]. Let X = (x  1 . . . . .  x2,) be the sorted sequence of 
the x-coordinates of the 2 n endpoints of the segments in S'L To simplify the exposition 
we assume that no two endpoints have the same x-coordinate. As primary data structure 
we have a segment ree T on the set X. Associated with each node v of T is a range 
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[L(v), R(v)) and, as a secondary data structure, a catalog or(v) of segments that span 
the range of v but not the range of the parent node of v. As the segments do not 
intersect, they can be ordered vertically in o-(v). The range of a leaf of T is the interval 
between two consecutive lements of X, and the range of internal nodes is the union of 
the ranges of its two children. 
For a segment s with leftmost abscissa l(s) and rightmost abscissa r(s) we define 
the path PL(s) as the path from the leaf node representing u with R(u) = l(s) to the 
root. Analogously, we define PR(S) for r(s). The lowest common node of the two paths 
is called the fork. A segment is stored in every catalog o-(v) where node v is not on PL 
but is a right child of a node of PL between the leaf and the fork. The size of the tree 
with all catalogs is hence O(n log n). 
All sequential or parallel trapezoidal decomposition algorithms using the segment 
tree, first construct he search structure and then perform queries on it: The closest 
segment vertically above an endpoint at abscissa x can be determined by traversing the 
path from leaf node u with R(u)= x to the root of T and by performing a catalog 
lookup in or(v) of each node v of this path. 
The algorithm we propose follows the same scheme. The main difference is that we 
do not construct a pointered tree structure [5,7] which is then traversed by O(n) queries, 
but a " f lat"  one, namely the concatenation of all catalogs in which we perform a single 
multisearch of O(n log n) queries. The details are as follows. 
In the first phase, we construct the tree T, the range of each node of T and finally the 
concatenation of the catalogs. The nodes of T are mapped on the processors as follows. 
The root is stored in processor 1. The left son of a node stored on processor i is stored 
on processor 2i, the right son on processor 2i + 1. The nodes of T are numbered 
according to the processor in which they are stored, with the root being numbered 1, its 
left child 2, etc. This allows, for example, to compute the k-th ancestor of a node v in T 
by right-shifting the binary encoding of v by k positions. In what follows we use node 
and processor number synonymously. 
We first compute the range [L(v), R(v)) for all nodes v of T. Due to the symmetry 
we just consider how to compute L(v). The values for the leaf nodes can be obtained by 
sorting the x-coordinates of the segments and by moving them to processors 2n, 
2n + 1 . . . . .  4n - 1. We then make log n copies of each abscissa and remove the ith 
copy, if there is a 1 in the i least significant bits of the binary representation of the 
associated leaf-value. A 1 at bit position j means that the jth predecessor in T is a right 
child. Finally, we compute for the ith copy its ith ancestor in T and sort the abscissae 
by these ancestors, which results in L(v) on processor v. 
We next show how to compute the catalog o-(v) for each node v of T. More exactly, 
we compute for each segment s in which catalog it is. We make log n copies of each 
segment s and compute for the ith copy the right child w i of the ith ancestor on the path 
PL(s). Symmetrically, for another log n copies of each segment s we determine for the 
ith copy the left child w i of the ith ancestor on the path PR(s). We remove the copies 
where the node w; is the i-lth ancestor and sort the copies by w i. We next perform a 
monotonic read operation for each ith copy in order to read the range [L(wi), R(wi)] 
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and remove all copies where the segment does not span the range. We compute the 
y-value of the intersection of each segment at abscissa L(wi). Finally, we sort the 
remaining copies by wi as primary key and by the computed y-value as secondary key, 
and obtain the concatenation f all catalogs tr(v) as a flat search structure S for the 
location step. This completes the description of the first phase. 
We next present he query phase. Again, we make log n copies of the left and right 
endpoint of each segment s and compute the i-th ancestor on the paths PL(s) and PR(s), 
respectively. For this query set Q of size O(n log n) we now perform the multisearch 
algorithm from Section 5 in S. Note that queries and elements of the search structure are 
pairs (node, endpoint) and (node, segment) respectively and that the comparison 
function compares first the nodes and checks if the endpoint lies above or below the 
segment, if the nodes are equal. The multisearch gives the closest segment above and 
below with respect o a single catalog. By sorting the copies by the original segment 
endpoints and by applying a parallel prefix minimum computation on the distance 
associated with each copy, each segment endpoint knows its closest segment vertically 
above and below and we thus obtain the following. 
Theorem 4. The trapezoidal decomposition problem for a set ~ of n nonintersecting 
line segments in the plane can be solved in time O(log n(log log n) 3) on a n 
log n-processor hypercube. 
We immediately obtain the following results about batched planar point location and 
triangulation of a simple polygon. 
The batched planar point location problem [7] can be stated as follows: Given a 
planar subdivision R induced by a planar graph of size n and a set of m = ~9(n) points 
in the plane, we want to locate in parallel for each point the region of R containing the 
point. It can be solved using the trapezoidal decomposition algorithm with the edges of 
the graph and the points as segments (the points can be considered as zero-length 
segments). 
Corollary 5. A batched planar point location problem for m points and a planar graph 
with n = O)(m) vertices can be solved in time O(log n(log log n) 3) on a n log 
n-processor hypercube. 
As the triangulation of a simple polygon can be solved using two calls of the 
trapezoidal decomposition algorithm [11 ], we immediately obtain the following. 
Corollary 6. The triangulation problem for a simple polygon of size n can be solved in 
time O(log n(log log n) 3) on a n log n-processor hypercube. 
7. Implementation otes 
Note that we tacitly assumed that n was a perfect square, and thus that the size of the 
problem on each level k of the recursion, namely n ~/2k, was a power of two. The 
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following observation is useful. I f  n is a power of two, then either f~- or V/~-/2 is a 
power of two. If we are in the latter case we solve two problems of size n/2  on the two 
interlaced hypercubes (with the last bit of the processor label fixed), with two interlaced 
subsequences of S. The final result can then easily be obtained by a comparison with the 
neighboring element in S. 
Another detail that we did not dwell on is how to solve, in logarithmic time, a 
problem consisting of n z queries and n 2 elements by using O(n I n 2) processors. This, 
however, is straightforward to do using standard hypercube operations (it is "brute 
force", since it uses so many processors). 
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